Abstract. The problem of eciently minimizing deterministic weighted tree automata (wta) is investigated. Such automata have found promising applications as language models in Natural Language Processing. A polynomial-time algorithm is presented that given a deterministic wta over a commutative semield, of which all operations including the computation of the inverses are polynomial, constructs an equivalent minimal (with respect to the number of states) deterministic and total wta. If the semield operations can be performed in constant time, then the algorithm runs in time y(rmn 4 ) where r is the maximal rank of the input symbols, m is the number of transitions, and n is the number of states of the input wta. In recent years, the trend toward more syntactical approaches in Natural Language Processing [11] sparked renewed interest in tree-based devices. The weighted tree automaton is the natural tree-based analogue of the weighted string automaton. First experiments with toolkits (e.g., Tiburon [12]) based on tree-based devices show that the situation is not as consolidated here. In particular, many basic algorithms are missing in the weighted setting.
Introduction
Weighted tree automata (wta) [1{4] are a joint generalization of weighted string automata [5] and tree automata [6, 7] . Weighted string automata have successfully been applied as language models in Natural Language Processing largely due to their ability to easily incorporate n-gram models. Several toolkits (e.g., Carmel [8] , Fire Station [9] , and OpenFst [10] ) enable language engineers to rapidly prototype and develop language models because of the standardized implementation model and the consolidated algorithms made available by the toolkits. In recent years, the trend toward more syntactical approaches in Natural Language Processing [11] sparked renewed interest in tree-based devices. The weighted tree automaton is the natural tree-based analogue of the weighted string automaton. First experiments with toolkits (e.g., Tiburon [12] ) based on tree-based devices show that the situation is not as consolidated here. In particular, many basic algorithms are missing in the weighted setting.
In general, a wta processes a given input tree stepwise using a locally specied transition behavior. During this process transition weights are combined using the operations (addition and multiplication) of a semiring to form the weight associated with the input tree. Altogether, the wta thus recognizes (or computes) a mapping 9: ¦ 3 e where ¦ is the set of all input trees and e is the carrier set of the semiring. Such a mapping is also called a tree series, and if it can be computed by a wta, then it is recognizable. The deterministically recognizable tree series are exactly those recognizable tree series that can be computed by deterministic wta. Recognizable and deterministically recognizable tree series have been thoroughly investigated (see [3, 13] and references provided therein). In fact, [4] and [14] show which recognizable tree series are also deterministically recognizable.
In this contribution, we consider deterministically recognizable tree series. To the author's knowledge, we propose the rst polynomial-time minimization algorithm for deterministic wta over semields. A Myhill-Nerode theorem for tree series recognized by such automata is c Author on leave from Technische Universit at Dresden, Faculty of Computer Science, 01062 Dresden, known [15] . However, it only asserts the existence of a unique, up to slight changes of representation, minimal (with respect to the number of states) deterministic wta recognizing a given tree series. The construction of such a wta, which is given in [15] , is not eective, but with the help of the pumping lemma of [16] an exponential-time algorithm, which given a deterministic wta constructs an equivalent minimal deterministic and total wta, could easily be derived. For (not necessarily deterministic) wta over elds the situation is similar. In [1, 17] the existence of a unique, up to slight changes of representation, minimal wta is proved. Moreover, [17] shows that minimization is eective by providing the analogue to the pumping argument already mentioned above in this more general setting. However, the trivially obtained algorithm is exponential.
Angluin [18] learning algorithms exist for both general [19] and deterministic [20, 21] wta. In principle, those polynomial-time learning algorithms could also be used for minimization since they produce minimal wta recognizing the taught tree series. However, this also requires us to implement the oracle, which answers coecient and equivalence queries. Although equivalence is decidable in polynomial time in both cases [22, 16] , a simple implementation would return counterexamples of exponential size, which would yield an exponential-time minimization algorithm. Clearly, this can be avoided by the method presented in this contribution.
Finally, let us mention the minimization procedures [23, 24] for deterministic weighted string automata. They rely on a weight normal-form obtained by a procedure called pushing. After this normal form is obtained, the weight of a transition is treated as an input symbol and the automaton is minimized as if it were unweighted. We do not follow this elegant approach here because we might have to explore several distributions of the weight to the input states of a transition (in a tree automaton a transition can have any number of input states whereas in a string automaton it has exactly one) during pushing. It remains open whether there is an ecient heuristic that prescribes how to distribute the weight such that we obtain a minimal deterministic wta recognizing the given series after the unweighted minimization.
Here we give a direct minimization construction, which uses partition renement as in the unweighted case [25] . To this end, we rst dene the Myhill-Nerode relation on states of the deterministic input wta. This denition, as well as the Myhill-Nerode relation on tree series [15] , will include a scaling factor and Algorithm 2 will determine those scaling factors. In the renement process (see Denition 13) we check for the congruence property (as in the unweighted case) and the consistency of the weight placement on the transitions. Overall, our algorithm runs in time y(rmn 4 ) where r is the maximal rank of the input symbols, m is the number of transitions, and n is the number of states of the input wta.
Preliminaries
The set of nonnegative integers is IN. Given lYu P IN we denote fi P IN j l i ug simply by [lY u]. Let n P IN and a set. We write n for the n-fold Cartesian product of . The empty tuple () P 0 is sometimes displayed as 4. We reserve the use of a special symbol £ a P . The set of n-ary contexts over , denoted by g n (), is S i+j+1=n i ¢ f£g ¢ j . Given g P g n () and q P we write g [q] to denote the tuple of n obtained from g by replacing £ by q.
An equivalence relation on is a reexive, symmetric, and transitive subset of 2 . Let and H be equivalence relations on . Then is a renement of H if H . The equivalence class of q P is [q] = fq H P j q H qg. Whenever is obvious from the context, we simply omit it. The system (a) = f[q] j q P g actually forms a partition of ; i.e., a system ¥ of subsets (also called blocks) of such that S P¥ = and H = Y for every Y H P ¥ with T = H . A mapping r: (a) 3 is a representative mapping if r() P for every P (a). The number of blocks of (a) is denoted by index(). Let ¥ be any partition on and p . The equivalence relation ¥ on is dened for every pY q P by p ¥ q if and only if fpY qg for some block P ¥. We say that ¥ saturates p if ¥ is a renement of fpYnpg ; i.e., S P¥ 0 = p for some ¥ H ¥.
An alphabet is a nite and nonempty set of symbols. A ranked alphabet (¦Y rk) is an alphabet ¦ and a mapping rk: ¦ 3 IN. Whenever rk is clear from the context, we simply drop it. The subset of n-ary symbols of ¦ is ¦ n = f' P ¦ j rk(') = ng. The set ¦ () of ¦-trees indexed by is inductively dened to be the smallest set such that ¦ () and '(t 1 Y XX X Yt n ) P ¦ () for every ' P ¦ n and t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ (). We write ¦ for ¦ (Y). The mapping var: ¦ () 3 (), where () is the power set of , is inductively dened by var(q) = fqg for every q P and var('(t 1 Y XX X Yt n )) = S n i=1 var(t i ) for every ' P ¦ n and t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ (). For every , we use var (t) as a shorthand for var(t) . Moreover, we use jtj q to denote the number of occurrences of q P in t P ¦ (). Finally, we dene the height and size of a tree with the help of the mappings htY size: ¦ () 3 IN inductively for every q P by ht(q) = size(q) = 1 and ht('(t 1 Y XX X Yt n )) = 1 + maxfht(t i ) j i P [1Y n]g and size('(t 1 Y XX X Yt n )) = 1 + P n i=1 size(t i ) for every ' P ¦ n and t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ (). Note that max Y = 0. The set g ¦ () of ¦-contexts indexed by is dened as the smallest set such that £ P g ¦ () and '(t 1 Y XX X Yt i 1 Y gYt i+1 Y XX X Yt n ) P g ¦ () for every ' P ¦ n with n ! 1, index i P [1Y n], t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ (), and g P g ¦ (). We write g ¦ for g ¦ (Y). Note that g ¦ () ¦ ( f£g). Next we recall substitution. Let be an alphabet (possibly containing £), v 1 Y XX X Yv n P be pairwise distinct, and t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ ( 
¦ ( ).
A (commutative) semiring is a tuple e = (eY +Y ¡Y 0Y 1) such that (eY +Y 0) and (eY ¡Y 1) are commutative monoids; ¡ 0 = 0 = 0 ¡ for every P e; and ¡ distributes over + from both sides. The semiring e is a semield if for every P e n f0g there exists 1 P e such that ¡ 1 = 1.
A tree series is a mapping 9: 3 e where ¦ (). The set of all such tree series is denoted by ehhii. For every 9 P ehhii and t P , the coecient 9(t) is usually denoted by (9Y t).
A weighted tree automaton [1{4] (for short: wta) is a tuple w = (Y ¦Y eY "Y#) such that (i) is an alphabet of states; (ii) ¦ is a ranked alphabet; (iii) e = (eY +Y ¡Y 0Y 1) is a (commutative) semiring; (iv) " = (" n ) n!0 with " n : ¦ n 3 e n ¢ ; and (v) # P e is a nal weight vector. The semantics of w is the tree series 9 w P ehh ¦ i i given by (9 w Y t) = P qP h " (t) q ¡ # q (or simply the scalar product h " (t) ¡ #) where h " : ¦ 3 e is inductively dened by
for every ' P ¦ n , q P , and t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ . The wta w is said to recognize 9 w and two wta are equivalent if they recognize the same tree series.
The wta w is deterministic and total [4] if for every ' P ¦ n and w P n there exists exactly one q P such that " n (') wYq T = 0. Since we will exclusively deal with deterministic and total wta over semields from now on, we will use the following representation: w = (Y ¦Y eY Y Y#) where S n!0 n ¢ ¦ n ¢ is nite and : 3 e n f0g. In particular, (wY 'Y q) P if and only if " n (') wYq T = 0, and for every ( = (wY 'Y q) P we have (() = " n (') wYq . The determinism and totality restriction ensures that can be represented as ( ' ) 'P¦ with ' : n 3 . We extend to a mapping : ¦ () 3 as follows: (q) = q for every q P and ('(t 1 Y XX X Yt n )) = ' ((t 1 )Y XX X Y(t n )) for every ' P ¦ n and t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ (). A state q P is useful if there exists t P ¦ such that (t) = q. The deterministic and total wta w is said to have no useless states if all states of are useful.
Similarly, can be represented as ( ' ) 'P¦ with ' : n 3 e n f0g. Due to the semield restriction, this can be extended to a mapping : ¦ () 3 e n f0g by (q) = 1 for every q P and ('(t 1 Y XX X Yt n )) = ' ((t 1 )Y XX X Y(t n )) ¡ Q n i=1 (t i ) for every ' P ¦ n and t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ (). It is then easy to show that (9 w Y t) = (t) ¡ # (t) for every t P ¦ . In fact, we extend 9 w to a tree series of ehh ¦ ()ii by dening (9 w Y t) = (t) ¡ # (t) for every t P ¦ (). The following property, which will be used without explicit mention in the sequel, follows immediately.
Proposition 1 (cf. [15, Theorem 1]). We have (9 w Y t) = 0 if and only if # (t) = 0 for every t P ¦ (). Moreover, (t[q i 2 t i j 1 i n]) = (t) ¡ Q n i=1 (t i ) jtjq i for all pairwise distinct q 1 Y XX X Yq n P and t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ () such that (t i ) = q i for every i P [1Y n].
Finally, let us recall the Myhill-Nerode congruence relation [15] for tree series. To this end, we rst recall ¦-algebras and congruences. A ¦-algebra (Y f) consists of a carrier set and f = (f ' ) 'P¦ such that f ' : n 3 for every ' P ¦ n . The term ¦-algebra is given by ( ¦ Y ¦) where ¦ = (') 'P¦ with '(t 1 Y XX X Yt n ) = '(t 1 Y XX X Yt n ) for every ' P ¦ n and t 1 Y XX X Yt n P ¦ . In the sequel, we will drop the overlining. Note that (Y ) is a ¦-algebra. Let 1 ¡ (u) does not depend on g, we obtain (t) (u). Since w has no useless states, thus has at most as many equivalence classes as 9 . For the converse, let pY q P such that p q. Moreover, let tY u P ¦ be such that (t) = p and (u) = q. Then analogous to the above we can prove that t 9 u. Hence, index() and index( 9 ) coincide. u t 4 Minimization algorithm
In this section, we will develop our minimization algorithm for deterministic wta. Throughout, let p = fq P j # q T = 0g. Note that any deterministic wta w H can be converted in linear time (in the number of transitions) into an equivalent deterministic and total wta without useless states. In contrast to the classical minimization algorithm for deterministic unweighted tree automata, we need to determine the scaling factor pYq (see Denition 2) for each pair (pY q) of equivalent states. We will use the concept of a sign of life to help us determine it. Lemma 7. Let (¥Y solY h) be the result of running Algorithm 1 on w. Then sol(q) is a sign of life of q of size at most rn for every state q of nh, h is the set of all dead states, ¥ saturates p, and is a renement of ¥ . Moreover, Algorithm 1 can be implemented to run in time y(rm). Proof. Lines 1{3 run in time y(m) because m ! n. Clearly, each transition can be added at most once to , so lines 4{11 can be executed at most m times. Lines 6{8 can be executed in time y(r); note that this requires a list representation of the signs of life (i.e., a sign of life is a list of pairs consisting of a transition and an integer indicating the position of £) to avoid the creation and/or copying of transitions. If we suppose that access to the list of transitions leading to a certain state is constant (which can be achieved by a y(m) preprocessing step sorting the transitions in n buckets), then line 10 can be executed in y(r) time. Since r ! 1, we obtain a running time of y(rm). Finally, we note that the partition constructed in line 12 could have been constructed during the loop at no additional expense; we presented it this way for clarity.
Next, we prove that sol(q) is indeed a sign of life of q for every q P n h. The trivial contexts added for each nal state in line 2 are obviously signs of life. It remains to show that g, the second component in the pair of line 7, is a sign of life of q i . By induction hypothesis, we may assume that sol(q) is a sign of life of q; i.e., (sol(q)[q]) P p. Since w is deterministic and
) P p and thus g is a sign of life of q i . It is obvious that ¥ saturates p. We leave the proof of the fact that h is indeed the set of all dead states to the reader. . Thus, the height (respectively, the size) of the new sign of life g is 1 (respectively, at most r) greater than that of the sign of life sol(q). Consequently, height and size of every sign of life sol(q) with q P nh are at most n and rn, respectively. Finally, we have to show that is a renement of ¥ . To this end, we have to show that p q implies that p ¥ q for every pY q P . Let pY q P be such that p q. Clearly, p and q share all signs of life (see Lemma 4) . Consequently, if p is dead, then also q must be dead, and in that case, p ¥ q. Otherwise, p and q are live. We already remarked that Algorithm 1 computes signs of life that are minimal in height; the proof of that statement is left as an exercise. The height-minimal sign of life sol(p) must be a sign of life of q as well, and consequently, ht(sol(p)) = ht(sol(q)), which yields p ¥ q. u t
We allow contexts of g ¦ () instead of only contexts of g ¦ as signs of life in order to obtain the linear size complexity given in Lemma 7. The more common approach to use contexts of g ¦ would yield signs of life, whose size might be exponential in n. Since we will run w on signs of life, this would have led to an exponential time complexity.
The principal approach of the minimization algorithm is partition renement as, for example, in the classical minimization algorithm for minimizing unweighted deterministic tree automata [25] . We successively rene the initial partition returned by Algorithm 1 until is reached. Before we turn to more detail, let us introduce the main data structure. Denition 8. Let ¥ be a partition of that saturates p, v be the set of live states, sol: v 3 g ¦ () be such that sol(q) is a sign of life of q for every q P v, f : v 3 e n f0g, and r: (¥ n fYY n vg) 3 The stage is stable if additionally (iv) ¥ is a congruence of (Y ); and (v) for every q P v, ' P ¦ n , and g P g n () such that ' ( 
{ # H f = # r(f) for every f P ¥ n fYY hg and if h P ¥ n fYg, then # H h = 0.
The construction of w can be implemented to run in time y(rm). However, some remarks are required here. First, H is well-dened because ¥ is a congruence on (Y ). Second ' (xY y) = fcg and H ' (xY y) = 1. Note that a dierent minimal deterministic wta was obtained in [21] ; note that this dierent wta cannot be obtained by our algorithm (since all transitions not involving NP and NN are essentially kept).
Conclusion and open problems
We presented the rst polynomial-time minimization algorithm for deterministic weighted tree automata over semields. If we suppose that the semield operations can be performed in constant time, then our algorithm runs in time y(rmn 4 ). In fact, our algorithm works equally well for wta with nal states (i.e., # q P f0Y 1g for every q P ) because it then returns a minimal equivalent wta with nal states. This contrasts the situation encountered with the pushing strategy of [23, 24] , which needs nal weights in general. Finally, let us mention some open problems. Can a Hopcroft-like strategy [26] improve the presented algorithm? A more detailed complexity analysis should be conducted to obtain a tighter bound on the time complexity of the algorithm. Can minimization be performed in a similar manner as presented in [23, 24] for deterministic weighted string automata? This might lead to an algorithm that outperforms our algorithm. Finally, the theoretical foundations for minimization of (even nondeterministic) weighted tree automata over elds have been laid in [1, 17] , but to the author's knowledge a polynomial-time minimization algorithm is still missing.
